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a lot of NBA players have their own signs of action, which is often talked about by fans. Here is the most famous in the history of the
NBA signs of action. />honorable mention: Allen Iverson's legs dribble; Michael Jordan's tongue; Kevin McHale's dummied opponent
to the other side of the breakthrough shot; Shawn Marion "history of the most ugly shooting posture". James Worthy of Tomahawk
dunk. LeBron James in pre dusting; Reggie Miller from opponents of the large third; Tony Parker after the break of small polishing,15,
Hornacek - Geoff free throws when the touch of the habit of every time before the free throw, Hornacek always touch his cheek, this
action is actually in the greeting to his children. His career free throw hit rate reached 87.7%. 14, Tim - Duncan a into the basket< p >
"stone Buddha" don't like hollow shot, he have a special liking to shooting, hit rate is very high, especially a 45 degree angle beater is
very stable. 13, Rachid - Wallace's technical fouls 1999-2000 season. Wallace, hit a new record of when the union, 38 a technical foul
to eat in a single season, the next that season, he make persistent efforts, with 40 t broke the record keeping. Wallace, a well
deserved reputation. 12, John - Stockton and Carle - Malone pick < p > Stockton and Malone in the Utah Jazz do the full 18 years of
partner, two roll with tacit understanding can be described as full and any of its rivals are fear of three points. 11, Robert Horry in the
playoffs, key shooting< p > "key," Horry can always stand up when the key, the earliest wearing Houston Rockets Jersey when. He
had winning jumper, effectiveness of the Los Angeles Lakers during his third also let Zijin corps to benefit from the infinite, to the San
Antonio Spurs, he followed suit. 10, "the postman" Fu Dunk brain < p > in addition to Stockton and pick and roll, Malone is also often
staged such a performance in the game, put a hand on the back of the head, one handed dunk is like before the camera pose the
same. 9, Mu Dashu and finger< br / > now, defensive master Dikembe Mutombo had officially retired, his years of career to give the
impression of fans the most profound Mo too reward opponent "hot pot", proudly finger wagging. 8, "Iceman" finger pick a basket < p
> George Gervin because of the presence of calm and nicknamed the "Iceman", it can be said that, he leads the basketball art tide,
the shooting touch soft. >
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